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Foreword

9

In this paper' Edwin Fenton, a:prominent figure in moral/ e.

ethical/values educatioo, draws a distinctipn between citizen-

ship education and values education. He outlines major goal's

of civic education, describes fotfr programs of values educa-

tion, explores the relationship between the two fields, com-

ments on funding possibilities, and, finally, makes recommen-

dations for organizing citizenship-education programs. In

so doing, Dr. Fenton illuminates and redefines a broad terrain

which has occasionally suffered from interchangeable termi-

nology, problems of territoriality, and conceptual confusion.

The paper thus lends clarity to a domain whiCh is experiencing

a resurgence of excitement and dedication.

Dr. Fenton is director of the Carnegie-Mellon (University)

Education Center. He received the Ph.D. degree in history

from Harvard University. He has taught at Carnegie-Mellon

University since 1964, where he has also held a variety of

administrative posts. In addition, Dr. Fenton has served as

a consultant to a number of agencies and foundations; both

here and abroad. During 1974-75, through Danferth Foundation

support, he spent a leave of aBsence at Harvard University to

work with Lawrence Kohlberg's cognitive-developmental approach

to moral education. Dr. Fenton has written numerous articles

on teaching and curriculum development;-has authorg-d, coau-

thored, and edited several books; produced curricular materials

and teaching films; and contributed to many conferences, sym-
,

posia, and seminars.

Dr. Fenton's manuscript represents the second in a series

of Occasional Papers emanating from a year-long project en-

titled Planning for Moral/Citizenship Education (a term which



has since been more accurately defined as ethical-citizenship

education [ECM'. The project, carried out by Research for

Better Schools under contract with the National Institute of

Education (NIE), had as its primary objective to develop R,

D, and D ECE recommendations for submission to NIE arid t.he

public. A series-of informational publications, of which

this paper is one, is iptended to feed into and promote an

exchange of knowledge, ideas, and creativity among those en-

gaged in ECE endeavors.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION.TO VALUES EDUCATION

Edwin Fenton i

Carnegie-Mellon Untyersity

Three major national drises the.civil rights movement

of the 1960s, the war in Vietnam, and Waiergate -- have focused

the attenti.on of both educators and the wider publie on citizen-,

ship education and values education. As a consequence, the

meaning of these two terms has become confused, and the distinc-

tion be.tween them blurred. This paper defines Citizenship

education by specifying sixesets of goals to which most civic -

educators would probably subscribe, describes four popular

schools of values education, examines the relationshipa between

these two areas of American education, and makes recommendatj.ons

about funding.

Six Goals of Citizegship Education

cc

,No consensus exists abbut the appropri4te goals of citizen-

ship education. In 1975 the Kettering Founa?stion and th.e Danforth

FoUndation jointy set up a National Task Fore on Citizenship

Education. This Task Force'commi'asioAed a number of, papers by
,

experts in the field. Each paper stressed a somewhat different

aspect of citizenship education, such as better understanding of

the function of law, the application of new knowledge from poli-
-tical science to educationarprograms, the development of citizen-

action programs in the schools, and the a:pplication of ideas, from

developmen'tal pschology to preparation for 4tizenship. Although
...-

the authors of these papers emphasized different courses or

programs, Vey struck similar chords. Perhaps most of them would

be willing to accept the statements describing the six ioafi.for

citizenship education which follow, although eaCh would certainly

state these goals in his or her own wordssand arrange them in

411.
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different orders of priority. The goals are the ddvelopment .

of participatory skills; the developient of intellectual skills;

growth in knowledge-of facts2 concepts, and 4generalizatipns;

personal.develbkment; the development of democratic values;

and citizenship acon both in and outside of school./

Participatorr Skills,

Participatory skills refer to the skills which 4 person

needs in order to function'effectively in a democratic plural-'

istic soeiity slAch as ours. There are a large nuinbei of such

skills; the list which follows is by no means exhaut-tive.

Among the most Aportavt'participatory skills are: 1

.
the ability to read at least at-the minimal evel

required to gathei, political, soeial, and ec nomic
. 4

information from newspapers, magazines, and overn-
,

ment documents'

ihe ability to write at least at the minimal evel

required to communicate,ef ectively in a civi organi-

-zation or to fill out forn such as job appli ations

or income tax statements

the ability to gather inforffiation by listening to .

.-

/a Speaker in a meeting, hearing a discussion, .r

Listening, a radio or television broadcast

the ability to communicate orally by stating on

opinion in a discussion or givirig a short speech'

about a subject
4.

l'.' \

-,

the ability to contribute constructirly to

meetings of civic or governmental or anizations

the ability to assume a position of t,,eadership

ip a civic organization in such rolq1 a as chair-
.

person, secretary, or treasurer

the ability to negotiate and work compromises
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the ability to influence key decision-makers through

personal intervention or by participating in, organi-

zations whose functions include influencing decision-

makers

Each of these skills must be carefully taught. Hence

they ought to become specific objectives of many school courses.

Reading and writing epted, however, most schools skight

participatory skills. In addition, many citizen groups defim

participatory skills too narrowly. How many people who favor

a "return to basics" stress listening or speaking skills or

other basic political skills, e.g., contributing constructively

to meetings, conducting meetings, or learning how to rnfluence

decision-makersr Redefining education partly in terms of.the

requirements for construàtive citizenship may help to broaden

our definition of basic education in a democratic society.

Modest funding would make this redefinition possible.

Intellectual SRills

Intellccidal shills are primarily problem-solving abili-

ties, often called analytical-inquiry skills by advocates of

the new social studies projects of the 1960s. Here is a state-

ment of one such inquiry process.

A MODE OF INQUIRY FOR pUBLIC-POLICY PROBLEMS

1. Define the problem to be solved. This process

includes understanding the problem thoroughly,

deciding wha.t goals should be reached, and

recOgnizing the values4mplied in the decision.

2. State all possible ways to reach the goals.

3. Gather information carefully, making sure that

it is accurate and represents all points of view.

4. Evaluate carefully the probable effects that

each possible solution:might have, discarding

those th.at.seem impractical or Larmful in the

process.



In the light of Steps 3 and 4, choose the polity

that.appears likely to achieve most of the pro-

' posed goals.

Review the choice to see whether the setting of

.'the problem has changed.and whether the goals

and values of the deci6i9-makers have remOmed'

the same.

These intellectual skills are essential for full participation

in any pivic organization or for serioup consideration of any

proposed cioric or governmental-program. They are not easy to

learn.. First, they require that a person be able to .reason'

at what Piaget defines.as full forMal operational thought --

the ability to liPpothesize, to see all possibilities in a

situation, to relate evidence to inference, and so forth.

According to one study, only "about half .of.American Adults

reason at the full formal operational level. Second, these

skilli require a full societal perspective, i.e., they requAre

that-one have"the ability to see a ;situation from te pi4Dint of -

view of all of the participants involved -- oneself, a

farmer in Kansas, a labor unibn member in Birmingham, 'a

politician ih Washington, and so forth. A large pencentage

of high school students lack this full societal perspe-ctive.

Third, they require a sophisticated.understanding of social

science concepts, which many studeNts also lack.

Knowledge .

Knowledge refers to facts, concepts, and'generalizations

about the American political, economic, and social systems and

how they work. A full list of such essential knOwledge would

fill a book; hence I will not attempt to specify knowledge

outcomes in this short paper, although many of the papers com-

missioned by the National Task-Force on Citizenship Education

stressed this vital goal. Instead I shall effiphagsize sgme of the'
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difficuies,involOed in ..keaohinvuseful,kflowledge.of dur,

political, economic, and social 'sys.tems.

Given time and effdrt, most students can memorize lists

of facts,.concepts, and generalizations. 'Many students qt

their pi"escint state of -coinitive development, however,canpot

understand fully what they havp committed to meMory. For

example, they can memorize key paragraphs.from the:Declaration'

of-Independenee or the Constitution. But these docaments are

based on a sophisticated level of thought about civic affairs

well beyond the'. comprehengion'of all but a minority of high

school studenis. Hence, teaching knowledge in a sophisticated-

sense implies a careful program of studies designed to facili-

tate the develoPment.of higher levels"of civic -understanding

in the,entire schobl population oVer many years of concentrated

effort. The fourth section of this'paper discusses this subject.

Personal Development

Personal development refers to the growth of self-knowledge,

the development of self-e.steem, and the growth of a sense 04

personal identify anchored firmly in family, ethnic or racial

group, religious affiliation, community, nation, and common

membetsh4 in the humin. race. ,This personal development is

essentiaip.for citizenship in American society. Persons must

know what they believe in order to function with full effec,tive-

ness. They must have self-esteeM in' orde'r to fbel that they

are important, that others.should listen to.thair opinions, -

and ihat they have.fulfrights' which. should be respected.

And-all of uS must develop. personal identities in order to

feel sei.irèly-anehored in our rapidly changing society, a

society from wb`ibh so many have become alienated.

t 'Mos't educational programs in American schools neglect

personal development. It does not fit neatly within any

-discipline, such as mathematics, social studies, or English;
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yet it must take place within traditional courses if it is_to,

affect every student. Most iducators neither understand why

schools should devote time to personal development nor know

how to foster self-knowledge, self-esteem, and personal identity

in students. Without personal development, other aspepts of

citizenship education may be ineffective. Of what utility are

increased knowledge and intellectual skills if their possessors

,lack the self-knowledge, the ego, and the commitment to act on

their own Convictions in 'constructive ways?

The Development of Democratic Values

Democratic values refer'to the principles upon which demo-

cratic society is based: justice, the dignity and worth of

the individual, equality, liberty commensurate with the equal

liberty of all, others, and the greatest good for the greatest

number. This'particular list of principles has been derived

from the research of Lawrence Kohlberg and his colleagues,

discussed later -in this pdpi-. It is compatible with the

.prineiples in the Declaration of Independence and the Consti-

tution, our two basic cklric.docUments, and with the'writings

ind speeches of many of our greatst national leaders.

These,principles are eXceedingly difficult to teach so

that students tru,ly understand their original meaning and are

able to use them in their daily lives. Many schools ask .

students to memorize pi-,inciples such as these, and teachers

often use these terms as if their students understood them.'

Butl'as the secti-on of this -paper on cognitive moral develop-

ment will explain, these principiles define Stage 5 and Stages6

thought on'the Kohlberg scale, and only a tiny minority of

students.leave high school, with a thought pattern higher than

Stage L. Hence, they are not able to understand these demo-

cratic prinOiples in their full"meaning. Only a carefully

devised 'course of study extending over many years, involv`ng

6
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both the overt and the hidden curriculum, can bring these

principles within the grasp of substantial portions of our

secondaty school youth. What goal is more impoi.tant for the

-future of democratic society?

Citizenship Action

Citizenship action refers to opportunities to pvadtice

responsible citizenship either in schools or in the wider

community. On the who3,e, students study about demo2racy and

citizenship,. but they get few opportunities to practice either

one in meaningful ways. Most student governments have few,.

teal powers. Perceptive students look on student councils as

instruments by which the administration getS. its way and

controls dissenters. In addition, the walls of the schogl

cut students off from the real society in the towns and villages

where they live. They get little experience as part of their

schooling with civic activities in the wider, out-of-school

community. Without this experience, they cannot be expected

to transfer the pqnciples they learn in civics class to their

daily lives. Learning how to negotiate from a textbook is a

far different matter than conducting negotiations in real life

in order to attain a vital civic goal. Studying leadership

in the abstract differs substantkally from learning to choose

a real-life leader. And learning Roberts' Rules of Order is

an insufficient preparation for conducting the meetings of a

labor union, a chamber of commerce, or a church vestry.

The most direct way towget students involved in civic

aftfairs is to offer them opportunities to participate in

meaningful student government and to become involved in actual

civic organiations., Substantial barriers no stand in,thd

way of these developments. Many school administrators, 'teachers,

and pardnts do not want to give student governments meaningful

powers. Many civic organizations are not organized to absorb

0



student ipterns or to provide useful jobs for students. Yet

civic education cannot succeed fully until students learn to

practice what their teachers preach.

LELILIMN001-521124.1122-IIIEt.IiSa
Programs of values education have grown rapidly since the

end of World War II. These programs are quite,diverse and

differ somewhat in goals. Some, such as the Magic Circle,

stress studentls' feelings; others, such as values analysis

and cognitive moral development, focus attention on ways to

think about values issues; still others, values clarification

far one, emphasize both-feeling and _thinking. The educational

techniques which these programs endorse also vary widely. For

example, some recommend that teachers accept students' feelings

and judgments, while others emphasize cognitive coriflict. They

vary in the degree of change within a scho9l system required

for their adoption. Some ask only that educators include

new topics in conventional courses to employ a different dis-

cussion skill; others recomtend that the entire educational

process be reorganized. 'They also differ in the grade level

for which they are intended._ Some have utility only in

elementary school; others can be used throughout precollegiate

education; others apply' only to secondary schooling; a few

have been used in both schools and college.

In one way or another, each of these programs of values

education has implications for citizenship education. None of

,them, of course, presents a full program of citizenship educa-

tion, but each one touches upon one or more of the goals of

citizenship education outlined in this paper. Four of these

values programs have particular pertinence for citizenship

because each relates to several citizenship goals. They are

values analysis; values clarification; cognitive moral develop-

8
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ment; and the organization of alternative educational programs,

often with curricula which extend into the wider community out-

side of the school buildini. The secondsection of this paper

discusses each of these four programs'in values education.

- Values Analysis

Values analysis refers to a number of programs of values

education which have a common focus on the analysis of values

in real-life situations. Most advocates of values analysis

start with an incident Presented as a dilemma: Should Susan
. -

B. Anthony stop working for feminism in order to devote her

i'ime and energy to the Union cause during the Civil War?

They then suggest that the analysis should focus on this issue.

Here are guidelines presented by one member of this approach:

Clarify what the values conflict is about.

Ask for facts.

Ask for alternatives.

Ask for cozIsequences of each alternative.

Ask for evidence to support the likelihood of

each alternative occurring.

Ask for an evaluation of the desirability of

likely consequences.

Ask for a judgment as to which alternative.

seems best, and why (Ubbelohde & Fraenkel, 19761

p. 202).

Values analysis employs teacher-led discussions as its

major pedagogical technique. Most values ahaiysis takes place

within traditional courses such as history or civics and does

not require that separate courses be set up or that schools

reorganize their administrative structure. Most of the class-

room interaction is from teacher to student, althOugh creative

teachers find many ways to foster student-to-student inter-

action. In any case, attention focuses on deciding what to



do -- or which alternative to choose -- rather than on the

reasons for the choice, the major emphasis of cognitive moral

development.

Values analysis focuses on the development of intellectual

skills. The guidelines outline'd above closely parallel the

mode of inquiry for public-policy issues cited earlier except

that the question for decision asks what persons should do

instead of what policy they should adopt. Values analysis is

also useful for attaining knowledge goals, learning some par-

ticipatory skills, and developing democratic values.

Critics of values analysis allege that it has the following

four major shortcomings. First, its proponents assume that

students are capable of full formal operational thought on

the Piagptian scale, although there is abundant evidence that

this assumption is false. Second., values-analysis ignores-
,

research about the developmental stages of moral and civic

thought which indicates that the responses of students to

what a person should do in a situation will be determined

largely by the stage of their thought no matter what other

alternatives are presented at stages higher or lower than

their own. Third, many students are bored by values analysis,

partly because some of them cannot meet its intellectual demands

and partly because it can be repetitious. Finally, litte

research has been done to relate the effects of values analysis

in°the c;assroom to the thought patterns and activities of,

students outside of school.

Values Clarification

Values clarification refers to the large variety of class-

room techniques based on one or more steps in a seven-step

process by which its advocates claim that persons arrive at

values. These steps are choosing freely, choosing from-among

alternatives', choosing after thoughtful consideration of the

10
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consequences of each alternative, prizing and cherishing,

'affirming, acting upon choices, and acting repeatedly. The

major work in the field is Raths. Harmin, and Simon's (1969)

ValueS and TeachinI, a volume which has been supplemented by

a large number of publications, many focusing on descriptions

of classroom activities. Two-day workshops and books for

teachers written in simple language have helped to disseminate

values-clarification techniques until this system is probably

the best-known program of values education in American schools.

Values-clarification exercises employ a wide variety of

techniques. Most of them involve full class discussions.

Values clarifiers have published many volumes to indicate how

their ideas can be employed in traditional courses as well as

in special courses or units. The discussions actively involve

students who work in groups of various sizes and compositions,

often featuring student-to-student interaction-. The wide-

variety of pedagogical arrangements developed by advocates of

values clarification help to maintain student interest and pro-

vide models for other values educators to adopt for different

goals.

Many values-clarification exercises focus on self-knowledge,

helping students to identify what they believe and to think

about these beliefs. Others focus on self-esteem, helping

students to identify what Is g000 about-themselves and to state

what they like about their personalities, beliefs, or6behaviors.

Through questions called clarifying responses, teachers who

use values-clarification techniques can encourage students to

think about values choices.

Critics of values clarification raise a number of issues,

four of them particularly important. First, the.claim that

values can be derived-only through a seven-step process does

not accord with social science knowledge, since it implies



that people who live in traditional societies and accept the

standards of the past without challenge have no values. Secondi,

it implies that all values derived by this seven-step process

are of equal worth and provides no way to resolve values con-

flicts when two persons arrive at opposed values conclusions

after going through the seven steps. Third, there is only,

sparsd research evidence to support the claims made by pro-

ponents of values clarification. Finally, critics claim that

values clarification is really a form of Rogerian client-centered

therapy, and that values clarifiers ought to develop a rationale

based on this conclusion rather,than- on the sdven-step process.

Cognitive Moral Development

Cognitive moral development refers to the research and

interventions conducted by Kohlberg and his colleagues. They

argue that there are six ways to think about moral or civic

arrangpd in stages (Figure 1). Persons pass through_ _ _

these stages of thought, beginning at Stage 1, in invariant

sequence, although their thought may be arrested at any stage.

Individuals understand arguments af their own stage of thought,

at all stages beneath their own, and sometimes at one stage

above their own. Hence, typical high school students who

think at Stages 2, 3, or 4 do not understand the Stage 5

principles behind the Declaration of'Independence and the

Constitution. A number of educational experiments indicate

that stage-development can be gacilitated through the discus-,

sion of hypothetical or.real-life moral dilemmas.

Figure 1

Levels and Siaises of Moral Development

THE PREC(WVENTIONAL LEVEL (Stages 1 and 2)

At this level, persons consider the power of authority

figures or the physical or hedonistic consequences oi actions,

such as pUnishment,' reward, or exchange of favors. 'this level

has the following stages:



Figure 1 (contwd)

Stage 1: The Punishment and Obedience Orientation

At this stage, the physical consequences of doing some-

thing determine whether it is good or bad, without regard for

its human meaning or value': Persons at Stage I think about

avoiding punishment or earning fewards, and they defer to

authority figures with power over them.

Stage 2: The Instrumental Relativist Orientation

At Stage 2, right reasoning leads to action which satis-

fies one's own needs and sometimes meets the needs of others.

Stage 2 thought often involves elements of fairness, but always

for pragmatic reasons rather than.from a sprIse of justice or

loyalty. Reciprocity, a key element in Stage 2 thought, is a

matter of "you scratch my back and I'll scratch yours."

THE CONVENTIONAL LEVEL (Stages 3 and 4)

Persons at this level value Maintaining the expectations

of their family, group, or nation for their own sake and regard-

-less of immediate consequences. Per§ons at the corventional

level show loyalty to the social order and actively maintain,

support, and justify it. This level has the following two

stages:,

Stage 3: The Interpersonal Sharing Orientation

At this stage, persons equate good behavior with whatever
e

pleases or helps others and with what others approve of. Stage

3 persons often conform to stereotypical ideas of. how the Major-

ity of persons in their group behave. They often judge behavior

by intentions, and they earn approval by being "nice."

Stage 4: Th.e Societal Maintenance Orientation

Stage 4 thought orients toward authority, fixed rules,

and the maintenance of the social order. Right behavior con-

13 ,.
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Figure 1 (cont'd)

sists of doing one's duty, showing respect .for authority, or

maintaining the given social order for its own sake.

THE PRINCIPLED LEVEL (Stages 5 and 6)

At this level, persons reason according to moral prin-

ciples which have validity apart from the authority of groups

to which they belong. This level has the following two stages:

_geloci_43g_i_ituStae5:TInanRihtsand Welfare Orientation
Persons at Stage 5 tend to define, right action in terms

of general individual rights and standards which have been

examined critically and agreed upon by the society in a docu-

ment such as the Declaration of Independence. ,Stage 5 persons

stress the legal point of view, but they emphasize the' possi-

bility of changing laws after rational consideration of the

welfare of the society. Free agreement and contract bind per-

sons together where no laws apply.

Sta e 6: The Universal Ethical-Princi le Orientation

At Stage 6, persons define the right by the decision of

their conscience guided by ethical pr1nciples such as respect

for human personality, liberty compatible with the equal liberty

of all others, justice, and equality. These principles appeal

to logical comprehensiveness, univer'sality, and consistency.

Instead of being concrete rules, they are abstract ethical

principles.

Moral discussions take place in two forms. The more

established technique presents students with a hypothetical

moral dilemma which involves a conflict between two or more

moral issues,-e.g., the value of life and thee necessity to

obey the law or to respect authority. For example, one of

Kohlberg's classic dilemmas, focuses on the issue of whether

l
20



a husband should steal a drug to save his dying wife if he ha$

no other way to get the drug. Students discuss what the pro-

tagonist in the dilemma should do, concentrating on the reason-..

ing for supporting a particular stand. These discussions take

place either in separate courses devoted to moral development

or as part of social studies or literature courses, where the

dilemmas can grow out of the subject matter. The other form

of discussion focuses on real-life-student dilemmas which are

discussed as students decide issues which arise in self-governing

units set up within a wider high school. Students and staff

draw up and enforce titles to govern themselves. Moi.al discus-

sions take place as the participants make rules and decide

what to do about infractions (stealing, disrupting classes,

cutting class, using drugs, and so forth).

Moral discussions focus on moral reasoning in an attempt

to facilitate stage-change. Until persons can think at the

principled stages (Stages 5 and 6), they cannot fully under-

stand the principles behind the nation's fundamental documents.

Until they can think at Stage 4, they cannot fully comprehend

the societal-maintenance arguments on which a law-oand-order

interprefation of the Constitution is based. The technique

,also has secondary objectives. Properly conducted, moral dis-
,

cussions and participatory gdvernments attempt to enhance'self-

esteem, teach knowledge of basic civic concepts such as justice

or law, and encourage the devlopment of-democratic values

attained at Stages 5 and 6.

Critics of cognitive more4 development identify a number -

of,problems with the approach. Chief among these are the

following. First, they argue that moral discussions can be

repetitious and will bore students if used -to excess. Second,

_they point. Out that everyone does not-accept the universality

of the stages of thought, arid they further argue that some of
f ,p
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the research about the stages 4s quest onable. Third, ey .

glint to'the difficulties of 'aining t pical classroom eachers

unfamiliar with developmental sycholog to conduct more dis-

cussions. Finally, they pointito the f ct that few meter als.
. ,

for either teachers or studenti have bet published, alth ugh

many more will-appear in the fall of 197

Alternative Educational Prograls

Alternative educational prIpgrams ref

of free schools, schools-withinschools,

society, and alternative educa.4onal prog

school 'settings which have,pecom popular

War II. These programs develope4 in respork

traditional education who argued that conve

failed toumeet tlie needs of many tudents..
\

severe, these critics argued, that only a wh

tion of schooling could bring about the neces

r to the wide

chemes for de7schooling

s wit'hin conventional

ince the end of World

e to critics of

tional schools had

he problem was so

lesale reorganize-

variety

ary reforms.

Alternative educational programs-are not, xclusively

foqused on values education or on citizenship education, of

course. Yet values and citizenship play a large part in ihe

goals, courses, and administrative arrangements of these

programs. Leaders of many alternati4e schools_hope to improve

students' attitudes toward school, so that they will find the

educational program interesting and worthwhile. They have used

techniques such.a values clarification widely. But the major

etfect of these programs on values has been in:the changes in
.

organizational structure. Admlnistrators and teachers give

students in many alternative schools a genuine voice in

decISion-making about-matters such as school government, the

curriculum, and the hiring and firing of teachers. These

changes alter the relationships of faculty and administration

to students andgive students the sort.of responsibilities

. that citizens in a democracy later face as full participants-

in civic life.

Many alternative educati9nal programs -- as' Well as some

22
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programs° within conventional educational settings -- place

students in positions of i'esponsibiliiy in the wider comiunity.

Students serve as interns in civic agenc.ies work on`jobs as

part of a work-study program, or take'other parts of their

educational programs outside the school walls. Like the alter:-

native edtcational piograms within schools, these out-of-school

progra9s change the hidden curriculum in dramatic ways, alp

these changes must affect students' values.

Critics of alternative education point to several short-

comings. First, it applies,to only a small percentage of

school students-because it demands such far-reaching ,changes

in educational programs. Second, many alternative programs fail

after a few years, primarily because they are poorly financed

and supported or 3ecause key members of the staff "burn out."

Third, many of the programs edo, not stress basic ikills, partly

because students with a voice in curricular decision-making

choose esoteric subjects to pursue at the expense of traditional

reading, writing, mathematics, and citizenship skills. Finally,

many attempts in alternative schools to share decision-making

with students have failed, partly because many students do not

want to take responsibility for tough decisions involving peers.-

Values Programs and Citizenship Goals

How do the four values programs described in the second

section of this paper relate to the six citizenship goals de-

scribed in the first part? What aspects of education for citi-

zenship are-unrelated to these four values programs? The third

part of this papet addresses these questions.

Values Prop-ams and Participatory Skills

None of the four values programs discussed makes a serious

attempt to teach the first two participatory,skills, reading

and writing. All four, of course, involve both-reading and ,

17
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writing exercises from time to time, but none malces improve-

ment in these skills a major part of their goals.' On the other

hand, all four stress listening and speaking skills when they

are properly conducted. Au inVolve discussion and a con-

siderable amount of student.-to-student interaction. But the

degree to which this requirement influences teachers to pay

explicit attention to the improvement of sppaking and listening

skills is more a fUnction of the individual teacher than of the

values.program involved.

Two of the programs attempt to give students direct experi-

ence in taking part in meetings and in assuming leadership

positions in organizations. The participatory governments

developed by proponents of cognitive moral development are'

organized around small group meetings which involve one staff

member and a dozen or so students, and around town meetings

which bring together all the staff and students in a unit

(typically 60 or 70 persons) to conduct business. This type

of organization pis.ovides direct experience with committees

and the democratic process, but it does not help students

learn about representative democracy. Some alternative educa-

tional programs also, utilize the town-meeting format, and some

set up representatives systems. And a subset'of alternative

programs gets at ways to influence decision-makers through pres-

sure groups or other forms of citizen action.

In general, none of the -values,education programs takes

partiCipatory skills seriously enough. Each has its own values

focus and its own set of pedagogical techniques. All of them,

however, can by adapted tp stress the development of participa-

tory skills by creative teachers interested in citizenship

education who haye the time and resources to think the problem

througll and to develop techniques designed to improve skills

rather than only to utilize existing ones. The development

18



of programs to improve participatory skills both within and

separate from values programs would serve a vita4 educational

need if funding were avtilable.

Values Programs and Intellectual Skills

Three valuesibeducitiou programs have particular relevance

for the development of intellectual skills: cognitive moral

developtent, values analysis, and values clarification. None

of the three does a very good job. Intellectual skills such'

as those previously deicribed require full formal operational

thought on the Piagetian scale, No values-education program

tries explicitly to develop full formal operational thought

in any systematic and rigorous way. But these three values

programs may facilitate the deVelopment of formal thought

incidentally. All three k students to identify problems,

to pose alternative soluti ns, to trace the effects of 'these

solutions, to gather data and to come to conclusions. This

style of thinking differs r dically from recitation and

lecture, still the predominant teaching stylés in American .

schools. Perhaps'these values-programs Will lead to more .

formal thinking among school students, but we have no hard

research data ..to support such a conclusiO.

A program of citizenship education Ought to take this

problem seriously. Doing so-will require the development of

entire curridula in many subjects-throughout...the years of.

schooling. Coghitive development mist be made a_primary rather

than an-incidental goal and we .know surprisingly little

about ways to facilitate-the development of formal operational -

thought. Here the-society clearly needs mmey to.support

research.
.

In the meantime, values programs (such as vallies analysis)

which assume that students can think in formal operational

terms may have an incidental-negative effect on self-esteem.
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Students.whzd cannot follow the arguments'in a session involving

values analysis may correctly conclude that the cannot do the

work their tqachers demand,'leading to damaged s f esteem.

Neither values-Clarification noi cognitive moral development

faces this dange Ao the same degree as does values analysis

because the former two rrograms 'p!'rovide opportunities for

reasonable responses"wby students whO think at either coperete

operational.or early formal operational thaght. By doing'so,

they may incidentally facilitate the development of the thought

patfe,rns which values analyzers presuppose.

In generall.no values-education program makes an Optimal

contribution to the developmeht of the intellectual skills

demanded by full citizenship in a democratic society. But they

probably do a better job in this area than recitation teaching

or lecturing.

Values Programs and Knowledge

. None of the values programs speaks to th, kinds of knowl-

edge About political, economic, And social affairs essential

for a full undarstanding of the way in which our society furic-

tions. None provides guidance about what aspects of the social

sciences 'shOuld be inCluded in the school"program, This failure

alone sharply distinguishes values-education from.citizenship

education.

One of the programs, cognitive moral development, does

,speak tO the knowledge issue, but in a different way than ,

through the selection of content. Before persons can under-

stand knowledge of our society meaningfully, they must reach

at least Stage 4, and preferably Stage 5, on the Kohlberg scale.

At Stage 4, persons have a full societal perspective, so that

theY are able to take the viewpoint of others far removed in
- ,space, time, or particular circumstances (Figure 2). This-per-.

spective is a prerequisite to know,ledge of how the society

20



functions. .Similarly, at Sthge 4, thOught about civic or moral

issues opens the way to an understanding of the function of law

in the society that a thinker at Stage 3 cannot comprehend.

Finally, since persons define concepts such as law or justice

in stage-rela-ced terms, they must reach Staie 4 thought in order

to be able to acquire knoWledge of the definition of concepts

which will accord with the definitions used by social scientists.

Figure 2

Levels and Stages of Perspective-Taking

THE PRECONVENTIONAL LEVEL (Stages 1 and 2)

At this level, persons have the perspective of isolated

individuals rather than of those who belong to a group or

social system. _Dle'level has the foliowing two stages:

Stage 1

At this stage, persons focus only on their )own interests

and do TIOt think af'iethemselves as persons with responsibilities

to others or as persons who belong to,..a group.

Stage 2 -

At tbie stage, persnns still want to serve their own

interests but are able toirnticipate another person's reactions.

Here there is wi)lingness to make a deal to get what one wants.

THE CONVENTIONAL LEVEL,(Stages 3 and 0
At this level, pk,Rsons assume the perspective o'f members

of a group or of a socthy. This level has the following two

stages:

Stage 3

At Stage 3, persons can see things from the point of rièw

of,shared relationsElps, such as caring, trust, and Tespect,

between two or-more individuals who know each other.

dd.
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-Figurp 2 (conitd)

Stage 4

Here persons can take the paint-b-f view, of members of a

social system or_of-sodiety-as a whole. Persons are able to

s_11--s-ktuation through the eyes of many actors, including

persons in the society whom they do not know.

THE PRINCIPLED LEVEL (Stages 5 and 6)

At this level, the perspective-is-prior to society. It

is the perspective a individuals who have made the moral

commitments oñwhich a good society must be based. This per-

spective establishes standards by which a particular society

may be judged and by which persons may rationally commit them-

selvas to societal membership. This level also has two stages,

but the distinctions between them are subtle ones which dd not

affect work in the schools.

All four of the values programs teach knowledge incidentally.

They teach facts, generalizations, and concepts. They also teach

knowledge of a process of thought and of decision-making. But

citizenship education is far too vital a matter for American

society to be left to the mercy of incidental knowledge. We

need funds to help scholars identify knowledge essential for

citizenship and funds to help us learn how to facilitate the

development of higher stages of thought about civic and moral

problems.

Values Programs and.Personal Development

Of the four values prograis discussed in this paper, values

clarification offers the most promise for personal development.



Many values-clarification exercises mix together questions

involving moral issues, issues of personal preference, and

public-policy problems with techniques for improving self-

knowledge and enhancing self-g4teem. With careful editing --

which the proponents of valui's clarification recommend in

theit-books -- exercises can be developed which contribute to

a single goal such as self-knowledge. Many students seldom

articulate their judgments about what they think, because no

one asks: them to do so. Nor are theY sometimes able to list

their best qualities or to explain clearly why they think

themselves worthy. Values-clarification exercises can help

them gain self-knowledge and learn to recognize their strengths

and weaknesses. We should support programs of personal develop-

ment based partly on values clarification and designed speci-

fically to enhance self-knowledge and self-esteem.

Self-discovery can also take place as incidental learning

in the other three forms of values education discussed in this

paper. Properly led, so that discussions focus around The con-

tributions of students, moral discussions can leave students

feeling that they have made a significant contribution to a
J

class by making a comment which their teacher or peers picked

up as a focal point for discussion. Students who think at

full formal dperational thought can have similar experiences

in values-analysis classes. Both the participatory governments

advocated as a part of moral-development programs,,and the

governmental structures and close relationship with faculty

which mark the climate of many alternative schools, can also

contribute to self-esteem and self-knowledge.

None of the four values programs contributes significantly

to the third dimension of personal development -- identification

with one's family, peer group, racior ethnic group, reli-

gious tradition,'nation,-and the 65Mmon heritage of humankind.
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This identification can be fostered by encouraging students

to write family, ethnic, religious, or community histories and

by making such topics the core of experiences in parts of

history courses. Personal identification should form a key

part of citizenship education in a period-in'our-history when

so many are alienated from the government and the society

which it represents. Educators need support in this endeavor.

Values Programs and the Development of Democratic Values

Of the four values programs, cognitive moral development

has the best claim as a systeli which helps to develop sp-eci-

fically democratic values based on principles enumerated in

the Declaration of Independence and the Constitutiont justice,

the dignity and worth of the individual, equality, liberty com-

mensurate with the equal liberty of all others, and the greatest

good for the greatest numbepThese principles undergird

thought at Stages 5 and 6 on the Kohlberg scaVe. Students

choose these principles to guide their thought only after they

have passed successively through each of the earlier stages

on the scale. Few high school students ever reach Stage 5;

they leave school thinking primarily at Stage 4 or Stage 3 --

thegbtwo stages which also characterize the thought patterns of

most American adults. Many educators would be delighted if

all students could be brought to Stage 4 thought, a stage which .

stresses societal maintenance through obeying the ;aws which

all of ,us have made through the democratic process as the most

readonable way to secure liberty and freedom. We need support

'in order to launch programs directed toward this goad.

Values clarification accepts the relativity of values. So

long as values have been derived through the seven-step process

described by values clarifiers, one value is as lood as another.

It is possible, theoretically, for persons to choose undemocratic

values as the end result of the seven-step process. But if
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Many values-clarification exercises mix together questions

invo,lving moral issues, issues of personal preference, and

public-policy problems with ',techniques for improving self-

knowledge and enhancing self-esteem. With careful editing --

which the proponentsiof values clarification recommend in

their books -- exercises can be developed which contribute to

a single goal such as self-knowledge. Many students seldom

articulate their judgments about what they think, because no

one asks them to do so. Nor are they sometimes able to list

their best qualities or to explain clearly why they think

themselves worthy. Values-clarification exercise's can help

them gain self-knowledge and learn to recognize their strengths

and weaknesses. We should support proeams of personal develop-

ment based partly on values clarification and designed speci-

ficaliY to enhance self-knowledge and self-esteem.

Self-discovery can also take place as incidental learning

in the other three forms of values education di;.icussed in this

paper. Properly led, so that discussions focus around the con-

tributions of students, moral discussions can leave students

feling that they have made a significant contribution to a

class by making a comm-ent which their teacher or peers picked

up as a focal point.for discussion. Students who think at

full formal operational thought can have similar experiences

in values-analysis classes. Both the participatory governments

advocated as a part of moral-development programs, and the

governmental structures and close relationship with faculty

which mark the climate of many alternative schools, can also

contribute to self-esteem and self-knowledge.

None of the four values programs contributes significantly

. to the third dimension Of personal development -- identification

with one's family, peer group, racial or ethnic group, reli-

gious tradition, nation, and_the common heritage of humankind.
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This identification can be fostered by encouraging students

to write family, ethnic, religious, or community histories and

by., making such topics the core of experiences in parts oi

history courses. Personal identification should form a key

part of citizenship education in a period in our history when

sd many are alienated from the government and the society
-

which it represents. Educators need support in thit endeavor.

Values Programs and the DeOelopment orDemocratic Values

Of the four values programs, cognitive moral develo.pment

has the best claim as a system which helps to develop speci-

fically democratic valued based on principles enumerated in

the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution: justice,

the dignity and worth of the individual, equality, liberty com-

mensurate with the equal liberty of.all others, and the greatest

good for the greatest number. These prav.iples undergird

thought at Stages 5 and 6 on the Kohlberg scoele. StUdents

choose these principles to guide their thought only after they

have passed successively through eagh of the earlier stages

on the scale. Few high school students ever reach Stage 5;

they leave school thinking primarily at Stage 4 or Stage 3

the two stages which also charaCterize the thought patterns of

most American adults. Many educators would be delighted if

all students could be brought to Stage 4 thought, a stage which

stresses societal maintenance through obeying the laws which

all of us have made through the democratic process as the most

reasonable way to secure liberty and freedom. We need support

in order to launch programs directed toward this goad.

Values clarification accepts the relativity of values. So

long as values have been derived through the Seven-step process

described by values clarifiers, one value is as good as another.

It is possible, theoretically, for persons to choose undemocratic

values as the end result of the seven-step process. But if
C.
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values clarifiers would stress personal development and elim-

inate moral issues from their exercises,, they would sidestep

the valuesrelativity issue.

Values analysis does not focus so much on the development .

of values as it does on the role of values in perêonal decision-

making. As persons examine values in the process of making .

decisions, however, they are exposed to new values positions

which may cause their values to.change. If they do change in

a more democratic direction, the change represents incidental

learning. It would be useful to learn whether values-analysis

exercises produce stage-change on the Kohlberg scale. Funds

are required to generate this knowledge.

Participating in community meetings, either in alternative

schools or as a part of a program in cognitive moral development

centered on a-participatory governmental structure, should pro-
,

mote the development of democratic values through the hidden

curriculum. Students.learn about equality and about the dignity

and worth of the individual because -each person, staff member

and.student alike, has equal rights and casts one vote in

decisions. They search fOr just solutions to the everyday prob-

lems of the school so that justice may become a part of their

thinking. They learn that to achieve-personal freedom, they

must recognize,the equal freedom of the 9ther members of the

community. Finally, the principle of the greatest good for the

greatest number plays a large part in the deliberations of stu-

dents in community meetings.

Developing democratic values will not necessarily lead to

a greater amount of moral action, however. Belief is one thing,

action another. Several variables in addition to one's values

influence how one acts in a particular situation -- whether a

moral issue is clear, whether one acts alone or in concert with

others, whether there is situational stress, and whether one



has a strong enough ego to act On principles even when others

act in different ways. The belief that new programs of moral

or values education will automatically affect behavior in such

a wait as to prevent future race riots, Vietnams, or Watergates

has no research basis'in the social sciences. Improving4citi-

zenship in-a democracy will require much more than spending a

little more money for values-education programs in the schools --

although- such an expenditure would help, For example, additional

funding would help us to learn more about the relationship of

thought and action.

Values Programs and Citizenship Action

The-most widespread and effective programs of citizenship

action are not part of the four values programs discussed in

this paper. Instead, they are programs specifically designed

to foster good4citizenship and to make education more relevant

to students by relating it to work experience or to community

action. Some of these action projects might be improved if

they utilized ideas from the values projects. Clearly, citizen

action and values education are complementary programs which

should reinforce each other. Several proposed citizenship-

action programs have been unable to obtain adequate funding.

They should be funded if the society expects to make progress

in this promising direction,

Organizing Programs of Citizenship Education

In this paper I have sUggested a number of areas where

funding is required in both values education and citizenship-

education. Other members of the profession would probably

suggest different or additional funding needs for specific

research or intervention efforts. At the same time that these

separate efforts are taking place, the society should establish

several centers, each authorized to develop a full program of
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citizenShip education. These comprehensive citizenship-educa-N\

tion programs should have six interrelated elements.

First, they should extend over many yearsof schooling.

Students attain the six sets of goals specified in this paper

slowlyi No minicourse, no one-semester course, no 1-year

coqrse will do the job. Instead, citizehip objectives must

be worked into the entire curriculum throughout the full range

of schooling if the society expects to reach-these goals to

the greatest possible degree.

Second, a comprehensive program of citizenship education

must extend well beyond the social studies courses, the tradi-

tional home of civic education. Every discipline in the school

can enhance personal development. Every discipline can

tate the-development of formal operational thought. The entire

instructional staff can make participatory skills an explicit

curriculum goal. Reading teachers and writing teachers can

also play a vital rolet Citizenship education is far too vital

a matter to be left exclusively in the realm of the twelfth-

grade government course.

Third, a comprehensive program of citizenship education

must change the hidden curriculum as well as the overt,curric-

ulum. The hidden curriculum involves all the instructional

and administrative arrangements from which students learn in.

school. These arrangements include the ways in which teachers

conduct classes; the ways in which teachers and administrator&

use their power to sanction or praise; and the ways in which

the sheer size of large, impersonal schools affect student

learning. In many schools, the hidden curriculum denies what

the students,learn in their formal classes. Student governments

lack the power that elected bodies possess (according to the

civics textbooks). School rules are made autocratically in-

stead of through the democratic process studied in government

27
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class. These conditions.emphadize the importance of change

in school-governance structures if full programs of citizenship

preparation are to succeed.

Fourth, a comprehensive program of citizenship education

must include an intensive, long-term teacher-preparation pro-

gram. Traditional teachers will have much to learn -- and to

unlearn -- in order to become effective.citizenship educators.

They must learn to encompass new objeCtives in their traditional

lists of goals. They must assimilate new teaching techniques.

They must absorb a new philosophy baised on research which man5i

teachers know next to nothing about, And they must learn to

relinquish some of their traditional power to community meetings

where each person -- teacher and student alike -- has one vote.

These requirements suggest in-service work extending over several

years as comprehensive citizenship-education programs evolve,

and they suggest programs which cvt across department lines and

include teachers, counselors, administrators, and parents.

Fifth, a comprehensive citizenship-education program

requires new curricular materials organized for citizenship

goals, particularly in social studies and English. These new

materials should provide sequential and cumulative learning

experiences throughout the student's school career. Although

these-curricula do not now exist, a psychological, philpsophi-

cal, and educational rationale for them is at hand. In addi-

tion, a large number of curriculum _artifacts developed by the

curriculum projects of the 1960s and 1970s can be adapted to

the needs of citizenship education

Finally, a comprehensive program of citizenship education

must be evaluated carefully. This evaluation should extend to

all six sets of goals outlined in the firt section of this

paper. A truly comprehensive evaluation will follow samples

of students well beyond their high school carfers. Citizenship

2 8
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education-can be Proclaimed successful only if the students

who participate in it become more effective citizens than those

who do not.
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